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Hale resigns

Henske Speaks
By Scott R. Davis

John M. Henske, Chairman and Chief
Executive Officer of the Olin Corporation,
opened the lecture series on the environment Tuesday evening in the Oak Room.
These lectures and additional seminars to
be given throughout the year have been
funded by the Olin Corporation.
Henske focused on two main premises in
his lecture. First, he stated that "mankind
is an integral part of the environment and
the world. Man should not maintain the environment the way it was twenty years ago
but should develop it for future generations." Man has used his talents and abilities in protecting ecosystems in the form of
conservancies. The second main premise
focused on by Henske was that "environmental issues are affected by economics
since man has unlimited desires and limited resources available to him."
An important economic aspect mentioned by Henske is "who is going to pay for

By Joseph Draper

John M. Henske
[Photo by Andrea Whitehouse]

the problems caused by failing toxic waste
sites. One piece of legislation to deal with
this has been the Superfund. This was established as a way to deal with the question
of who pays if no one has found out who
caused the contamination to occur. Another
approach is through the legal system which
helps to establish regulations and a means
for retribution of damages. Yet this approach takes many years and dollars which

Appalachia Visits Fairfield
By Lisa Boyne

During the dormant standstill of campus activity from the extended Columbus
Day weekend, activity continued to flourish as Fairfield University hosted the
eleventh annual Appalachian festival. The
fair ran Satuday October 11, through Sunday in the Campus Center joining 30
different demonstrators from Kentucky,
South Carolina and many other eastern
U.S. states.
Appalachian Volunteers, Inc. was
founded in 1971 by Father William Sangiovanni, as a non-profit organization. It
began as Sangiovanni's efforts to provide
assistance to this traditionally impoverished area through the promotion
and sale of Appalachian handcrafts. This
years fair was made possible through the
assistance of Fr. Frank Moy, and volunteer services of community residents
providing housing, baked goods, and the
time and effort which enabled this years
festival to be a success.
The festival activities ranged from entertainment to arts and crafts. Square
dancers greeted patrons in the center of
the campus center, dancing to live banjo
and fiddle music adding to the authentic
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country fair atmosphere. In the entrance
of the Oak Room one man sat at a handloom weaving the rugs which he sold. A
raffle \yas held for a multi-colored king
size quilt, with a flowered template. At a
closer look, each delicate hand stitch,
which proved the many hours of painstaking effort, could be seen. Sarah Haynes,
a 45 year-old native from Kentucky," sat
in her booth selling hand sculpted clay
figures of senior citizens. Every crease
and wrinkle could be seen in lifelike faces
of these miniature works of art. Another
woman sat at a clay wheel, sculpting the
pottery she sold for an earnest living.
Other crafts included, hand carved and
painted ducks, leather goods, a variety of
Christmas ornaments, wood-crafted cutting boards, stained glass, corn husk flowers and much more.
This years directors, Noreen and Don
Potterson, commented on some of the
goals of the Appalachian festival, "the income from door tickets goes to support
the core of the Appalachian region. Last
year's funds provided scholarships as well
as adding to a supplemental income.
The Appalachian festival is the only one
of its kind in the country, and people come
from all over New England to attend."

Kim Hale has resigned from her position
as Assistant Director of University Activities.' For the past two years she has assisted James Fitzpatrick in the Campus Center
and has acted as the adviser to the Fairfield
University Student Association.
Hale begins her new job on Tuesday at
Norden Systems in Norwalk. She will be
joining a team as a program co-ordinator.
She arrived here from Southern Connecticut State University where she worked as
a graduate assistant in charge of placing
Recreation majors in their field.
"I have reservations," she said. "I am going to miss the student contact but this is a
chance to move ahead."
James Fiztpatrick who will probably will
feel the loss most acutely had praise for
Hale. "There are no words which adequately describe the loss of Kim Hale to Fairfield," he said. "Her services to Fairfield
have been invaluable."

[Photo by Lisa Boyne]

FUSA to put out DIRECTORY
Michael Miller has announced that
FUSA will put together a campus directory in place of the Cardinal Key Directory
which will not be published this year.
"We will include many phone numbers
that were not previously there," Miller said.
These will include the train station, taxis,
airports, and other information a student
may need.
Placing your phone number, campus address, home address and and other information is strictly up to the individual student.
Nothing will be published without prior
consent of the individual.
On Monday October 20 FUSA will send
letters to all students requesting the information from all interested parties.

McEleney dies
A memorial mass for Archbishop John
Joseph McEleney,.. .the first president of
Fairfield University and the first rector of
Fairfield College Preparatory School, will
be conducted on Monday, October 20, at
7pm in Loyola Chapel. Reverend Aloysius
P. Kelley, S.J., University president, will
be the principal celebrant, assisted by members of the Fairfield Jesuit Community and
diocesan priests.Archbishop McEleney"
died Sunday, October 5, at the age of 90 at
Glover Hospital in Needham, Massachusettes. In 1942, Archbishop McEleny was rector of the Jesuit novitiate at
Shadowbrook in Lenox, Mass., when he
was charged with the administration of the
newly organized Fairfield University and
the prep school which was admitting its first
class. Serving until December, 1944, he
laid the foundation for the university that
was to follow. He was then appointed
provincial superior of the New England
Province of the Society of Jesus, replacing
Rev. James H. Dolan, S.J., who became

president of the University.
In 1950, Pope Pius XII appointed him
bishop and apostolic vicar to the mission in
Jamaica, jln 1956, the mission was elevated to diocese and he became the first bishop
and then archbishop when the archdiocese
was created. At the age of 75, he retired in
1970 and later lived at Weston, Mass., and
at Boston College in Chestnut Hill, Mass.
During his years in Jamaica, he was credited with supporting economic and social reforms, founding new churches and a
seminary encouraging native residents to
become priests. He also played a major role
in the preparation of documents on religious life and on missionary activities at the
Second Vatican Council.
Born November 13, 1985, he grew up in
Woburn, Massachusettes, and entered the
Society of Jesus August 14, 1918. He was
ordained June 18, 1930. He taught at
Ataneo de Manila in the Philippines and at
Weston College.

Student leaders take positions
By Melissa Campanelli

Last Wednesday, Student Legislature
elections were held in the Campus Center.
Run by Fairfield's Student Court, with
Head Justice Chris O 'Connell and member
John Masselli conducting, the results were
tabulated Wednesday night.
The results are as follows: Townhouses:
Robert Whitmore; Joques: Jeff Campbell,
Bob Pacca, Carol Patzer; Gonzaga: James
Kashian, Dan Dougherty, John
Chiaia.Greg Dabate; Campion: Frank Carroll, Patty Halford, Russell Paquette, Mary
Beth Velz; Regis: John Kane, Kim Malec;
Commuters: Zoe Mastrodimos Bob Saragino; Off Campus Boarders: John
Pawlowski, Carol Weatherall, Chris Curran, Pat Wolff; Kostka: Brain Barry, Len
Delgallo, Michelle Mulligan; Loyola: Thomas Pellegrino, Jeanine Pollitt, Dan My-

Pottery was one of many exhibitions at the Appalachian Festival.

Michael Miller, FUSA President had
similiar feelings. "We're all sorry to see
Kim Hale leave. jShe has been a great asset to FUSA and helped tremendously."

ers; Claver: Cathy Crichton, Greg
Germain, Maria Calvano.
According to John Masselli, due to a tie
that has occured in the Townhouses and Regis, a run-offelection will take place in the
designated districts either tonight or
tomorrow.
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News from Coast to Coast
Cal-Santa Barbara fired a camupus radio DJ for playing a lydia lunch record. The
15-minute record, "Wet Me In The Dead of the Night," narrates the thoughts of a fictional couple during a violent, anonymous sexual encounter.
"It's one thing to introduce new ideas (and) broaden horizons," said KCSB manager
Malcolm Gault-Williams in explaining his firing of deejay Laurel Waco for playing
the record, "but it's another to abuse our audience."
Higher admissions standards may keep all but the top 20 percent of students out of
state colleges in the 1990's. two American Association of State Colleges and Universities researchers predicted in a speech to University of Tennessee at Chattanooga.
Summarizing several studies, AASCU's Evelyn Hively and Meredith Ludwig added there'd be more Hispanic students, fewer black students, a 20 percent decline in
the number of professors, and a shortage of computer science and education profs at
state colleges during the nineties.
Although the nationwide campus anti-apartheid protests organized by the American Committee on Africa aren't supposed to start for a few weeks, demonstrations broke
out at Yale as students sat in and shouted for divestment at the inauguration ceremonies of new Yale President Benno Schmidt and at a trustees' meeting.
Twenty-two were arrested during two days of protest.
Circuit Judge Joseph Kaplan, meanwhile, extended a ban on students building protest "shanties" on the Johns Hopkins campus, at least until October 6, hearing about
whether the school's prohibition against building "unauthorized structures" on campus covers political protests.

BOOS
Boos. . .to the 997c of the student body
that cruised home for the weekend... when
will you learn what a holiday is all
about?. . .to the skunk that still stinks in
Gonzaga ground... it is obvious you left
some young ones behind... to maintenance
for leaving electrical cords dangling from
the CC dining room in the rain. . . what an
electifying moment it could have been... to
Bob. Peter, Ann, Sally, Kathy. and everyone else paronoid enough to think they
deserve a boo. . .this boo's for you.

FOB Sculpture Delivered
Story By Monica Roberts

A new bronze sculpture arrived last
week, to be placed between the Faculty
Office Building and Canisius Hall. It is a
geometric work called "Rotating Universe",
by Guilio Agostini.
The sculpture is a gift from Dorothy
Smith Radkin and family of Southport. A

bronze plaque will acknowledge the donor.
The sculptor and donor are expected to attend a small dedication ceremony once the
plaque is in place.
The place for the sculpture was formally the site of "Vee I".by Larry Mohr. This
sculpture has been moved to a location
slightly west of the,new work.

SPEAKOUT

Cheers. . .to the wonderful parents who
are coming this weekend... we know you
will take us far, far away from this nightmarish food and perhaps a pitstop at the
grocery so we can last to Thanksgiving? ... to Frank Carroll and Denise Graziano
and
the
Fairfield
Fever
campaign. . .just in time to get temperatures rising for STAGMANIA. . .whoa!
there's been some parties going on
here... the Roadhouse takes the prize this
week for entertaining all those crazy kids
smart enough to exploit a three day
weekend... nice job gents... to Jackie
Hoyt... her first article appears in the
sports pages... to Twelve Angry
Men. . .simply a great show.
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Voices Across Campus
What will you do with your parents this weekend?

Greg Kortick '90, History
7/7 can keep my estimates away from my
parents for the weekend, it should go
smoothly."

Mike Cormican '89, Chemistry

Greg "Bubba" D'Abate '90, Economics

Truly Garvey '90, Undecided

"My parents have previous engagements.
TJiev don't like me anymore!!"

"My parents don't know where I am
anymore."

"My parents are going to Florida"

MIRROR

Campus
Calendar
by Denise Graziano
Information for the calendar may
be submitted in writing to
Box P or to the Mirror.

Sunday
• PARENTS' WEEKEND '86
• Alpha Sigma Nu Induction
Oakroom 3 pm (by invitation)
• Concert: Women's Chorale,
Chamber Singers, Men's Glee
Club Gonzaga Aud. 12:30 pm

Thursday
Marketing Club mtg. C105 7:30 pm
Accounting Club mtg. C107 7 pm
Faith & Justice mtg.
Bannow Faculty Lounge 7:30 pm
FUSA Legislature mtg.
Faculty Meeting Rm 7:30 pm
Jogging and Walking for Fitness
Clinic Rec Plex Multipurpose Rm
7:30 pm
' WORLD FOOD TODAY: Campus
Ministry lecture: Mark Matthias
from 'Bread For The World'' B236
7:30 pm
> Career Planning Center: NBC Info
Session (Math & MIS Maiors)
Faculty Dining Rm. 7:30 pm
> Pep Band practice J25 7 pm
« Glee Club Gonzaga Aud. 5:30 pm
» StagHer Inn Coffehouse
"Now and Then'' playing 9 pm

Monday
ALCOHOL AWARENESS WEEK
CC. Lobby, Lunch
Career Planning Center: Salomon
Bros. Info Session (All Majors)
Oakroom 7 pm
Politics Dept. Lecture: US Rep.
Stewart McKinney "Voters' Issues
and McKinney's Campaing '86"
Nursing Aud. 7 pm

Writing Center Workshop:
"Revision Techniques" B236 5 pm
Sociology Club mtg. C307 7 pm
Chorale Gonzaga Aud. 6 pm
Special Dinner Claver 3 and 4
""Memorial Mass for Archbishop
John McEleney S.J. founder of
Fairfield Univ. Loyala Chapel 7 pm

Friday
PARENTS' WEEKEND '86 Begins
FUSA Movie: "Witness" Gonzaga
Aud. 7 pm and 9:30 pm
Christian Fellowship mtg.
Bannow Faculty Lounge 3:30 pm

Tuesday
ALCOHOL AWARENESS WEEK
CC. Lobby lunch
FUSA Movie: "The Shining"
Oakroom 8 pm
Harvest Tix on sale Oakroom
9 am-3 pm
Career Planning Center: Proctor
and Gamble Info Session
(All Majors) Nursing Aud. 4 pm
Career Planning Center: Social
and Public Service Resume Workshop Faculty Dining Room 3:30 pm
Marketing Resume Workshop
Faculty Meeting Rm 7:30 pm
Mirror mtg. Bannow Faculty
Lounge 7 pm
FUSA Special Events mtg.
Bannow Faculty Lounge 6 pm
Glee Club Gonzaga Aud. 5:30 pm
Special Dinner Julie 1.2.3 and
Jogues Ground

Saturday
PARENTS' WEEKEND '86
Mass Alumni Hall 4 pm
FUSA Movie: "Out of Africa"
Gonzaga Aud. 7 pm and 9:45 pm
Field Hockey v. Lowell
Barlow Field 1 pm
Women's Tennis v. Quinnipiac
Outdoor Rec Plex Courts Noon
Women's Cross Country
Campion Field 11 am
"Twelve Angry Men" Playhouse
8 pm "Final Performance
Please see your Parents' Weekend
Guide for other events

Wednesday
ALCOHOL AWARENESS WEEK
CO. Lobby Lunch
Math Club flower sales
CC. Lobby Lunch & Dinner
Peer Counselors mtg. B138 6 pm
Career Planning Center Interview
for Social and Public Service Jobs
Workshop Faculty Dining Room
3:30 pm
Chorale Gonzaga Aud. 6 pm
Swim Stroke Clinic Rec Plex Pool
730 pm
Special Dinner Regis 1
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Fairfield Fever launches campaign

rammiD

HANSENS FLOWER SHOP
& GREENHOUSES

FEVEB

345 REEF ROAD, FAIRFIELD

255-0461

Maura Mullen Matt says...
•ni
Love Joe

Henske Speaks

by Melissa Campanelli
This week. COSO, Fairfield's Council of
Student Organizations, launched a new
campaign entitled "Feel the Pride Fairfield Fever."
Denise Graziano, chairperson of COSO,
along with Chris Ritchie, Vice President of
Government Affairs are the originators of
the program. The campaign is similar to last
year's "Operation Participation", in its goal
of uniting all the clubs and organizations on
campus together under one specific theme.
According to Frank Carroll, Publicity
Campaign Chairman, "COSO and FUSA
are launching this publicity campaign to get
every student involved in some sort of club
or organization on campus."

Some of the things planned for this year
are: COSO Tuesday's, where clubs arc
given the chance to publicize what they
do.in the Campus Center on Tuesday afternoons; Fairfield Fever's Activities Fair,
which will take place in the Oak Room in
February ; and. more recently a United
Way Drive, sponsered by the Dorm Council, where stadium cups, bumper stickers,
pens and message boards are being sold
with the "Fever" insignia on them. They
money they collect from this drive will be
added to the overall United Way student
goal of 1800 dollars.
Denise Graziano states,"It is important to
keep the campus united, and this campaign
was created to spread spirit and pride all
over the University."

Hi Ho
Restaurant

mostly go to legal research and not to the
individuals harmed by the poisonings.
Following this, Henske discussed three
major environmental and ethical problems
which are Love Canal, asbestos, and acid
rain. Henske stated that "Love Canal has
been described by some as an environmental nightmare." The reason that it took this
magnitude was as a result of human activity of digging into a protective layer of mud
that was designed to contain waste. This
caused a release of contaminated materials
to the surface and caused major health
problems. What this case illustrated according to Henske was that "it involved the legal process and also raises serious ethical
questions as to the financial responsibility
of Love Canal."
" A business issue is who is going to pay
for this problem: stockholders, employees,
or the customers."
A second issue involved asbestos. The
problem with asbestos is that it is often hard
to identify the effects and causes for 25-30
years after exposure. The legal costs on an
individual case may far outweigh any

Continued from page 1

benefit the victim may receive.
A final issue brought up by Henske was
acid rain. Henske stated that "it is hard to
reverse the build up of Sulfur-dioxide emissions but it may require an interaction between state and international boundaries."
Henske noted in closing that "nature has a
marvel for resilience to heal the damage
that is done. This resiliency is established
to improve the quality, quantity and length
of life without destroying the fear to live
and take economic chances."

Mike's Pizza
TAKE OUT ORDERS

Special MMBV* Catzones
or Uiniouw Plms
10% DISCOUNT W/FU.I.D.
FAIRFIELD
1560 POST ROAD, FAIRFIELD
Open Daily 11 am-11 pm,
Sunday 2 pm-11 pm

With Every Dinner
Served A Free
Glass Of Wine
On The House

Welcomes The Parents of Fairfield University
on this Weekend with
the following Specials:

Served with
Fresh Vegetable—Baked Potato and
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Editorials
SAT SCORES

R-E-S-P-E-C-T

AVERAGE SCORES OF COLLEGE-BOUND SENIORS
Verbal

The nightly news shows citizens of America and the world at their worst.
Kidnappings, murders, rapes. . . these violations of the rights of individuals
usually seem so contrived, so far-removed from our little innocent college world here in the small town of Fairfield. Can one imagine any of
these happening here at our Catholic University?
Imagine a typical college party: kegs; socializing; quarters; music; drunk,
obnoxious students; attempted rapes. Wait, was that a typo? Attempted
rapes, here at Fairfield University. Two that the Mirror has heard about.
How many have gone unreported?
No one's laughing. Frankly, men (and women?), if you're an irresponsible drunk, don't drink. Whoever you are, you don't belong here at Fairfield, you belong in jail. Period.
Parties are supposed to be fun, friendly affairs. They're supposed to unite
us as a student body. Respect each other. Let's make the Fairfield University
experience one we want to remember, not one we're trying hard to forget.

Matl

Mate*

Females

Total

Male.

PBHMlaM

Total

1967
1968
1969
1970
1971

463
464
459
459
454

468
466
466
461
457

466
466
463
460
455

514
512
513
509
507

467
470
470
465
466

492
492
493
488
488

1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986

454
446
447
437
433
431
433
431
428
430
431
430
433
437
437

452
443
442
431
430
427
425
423
420
418
421
420
420
425
426

453
445
444
434
431
429
429
427
424
424
426
425
426
431
431

505
502
501
495
497
497
494
493
491
492
493
493
495
499
501

461
460
459
449
446
445
444
443
443
443
443
445
449
452
451

484
481
480
472
472
470
468
467
466
466
467
468
471
475
475

The averages for 1967 through 1971 are estimates. Collage-Bound Seniors
reports were not prepared in those years.
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

SOURCE: The College Board

Thursday Night Debate Continues
Dear Editor,

In response to Christopher Bermingham's
letter, I would like to address a few of his
misconceptions or should I say his bizzare
thought process. He is disturbed that some
students arc losing sight of their responsibilities by starting the weekend festivities
on Thursday night. The results being limited class attendance on Friday. First of all,
what other people do socially or how they
meet their academic obligations is none of
his concern, Mr. Bermingham has no right
to suggest that the University take measures

to curtail Thursday night socializing. Students have the right to meet their obligations as they see Fit. If a student has no
academic obligations on Friday, why
should new obligations be created in order
to keep people in on Thursday? When a student has an obligation or a responsibility he
will probably fulfill it to the best of his ability. If a student has no pressing obligation
he is not about to give up valuable drinking time.
It seems to me that Fairfield University
is dedicated to the growth of a free and self-

EDITORIAL BOARD

directed individual. To this end, the
proposal of mandatory classes and
schedueling classes on Friday for the sake
of making people go is a travesty. Academic pursuits should be left to the individual.
Upon examining Fairfields credentials, it
seems that the student body must be doing
something right. This is because the students realize that all work and no play
makes Jack a dull boy. I suggest that Mr.
Bermingham and others of his opinion
meditate upon this thought.
Name Withheld Upon Request
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I don't know where your sweatshirt is,
Heidi, and believe me I sympathize with
you. What I want to know is what a student
really stands to gain from some sandwich
meat (which costs a couple of dollars at a
deli) and spare change in a bucket? As Heidi stated, no one enrolled in this school is
impoverished nor starving. It is inexcusable for anyone to steal, especially from people who arc either throwing a party at their
own expense, or delivering a service for
which the only thanks they get is low pay
and a party at the end of the year. I hope the
jcrk(s) that commited these offenses are
reading this, because they should know that

Michael Maher
0 V jftac(aclena Messia

BUSINESS STAFF
Public! Relations

Stealing Must Be Stopped
Dear Editor,
This is in response to Heidi Ccntinski's
letter published last week. Granted, it ,/.v
disgusting that students arc stealing from
other students who are willing to supply
them with a party, but it dosen't stop there.
The deli break-in and the stolen deli tips
are another case of thievery on campus. Not
only is it an outrage that students are stealing right out of people's homes, but breaking into a student run organization, which
exists for our benefit only, and stealng not
only food, but tips that subsidize the workers' already low pay is hitting a really low
point.

Robert Amoroso
John Courtmanche

not only are they stealing from individuals,
they arc stealing from all of us. If this behavior continues, we will all lose; parties
will be limited and deli personel will get fed
up.
Thanks a lot, offenders. We all appreciate the damper you have set on campus life.
Wise up and appreciate what you have here
(before we all lose it), or leave and spare
us all.

Sincerely,
Diane Foster '8
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&tj ,/Chris Borjes
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Business Managers
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Robin
Production Manager
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Office is located on Gonzaga (.round Moor.
Telephone -254-4000 ext. 2533 or call us
direct—255-8802. Layout every Sunday
night. Ad deadline Friday afternoon. The
Mirror is published every Thursday during
the academic year. All rights reserved.
Copyright 1986 by the Fairfield Mirror,
Inc.
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I PONT OKAY, OKAY. SO I'M A
KNOW WHAT LITTLE BEHINP IN MY

WHAT IS THIS, A
SHAKEDOWN? I'M
NOT GREASING THE
COLONEL ENOUGH

AS IT IS?

G.B.
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PAYMems. you've

IN6 ABOUT, MAX YOUR. POINT.

\

MONSIEUR.

TAKewese THINGS
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&
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/ MISSED YOU, SIR I MISSED
THE GRACEFUL, SPIRITED MAN
WHO FIRST HAWED INTO MY
LIFE TEN YEARS AGO. SO
I WOK MATTERS INTO
MY OWN HANDS.

SIR! YOU

I'MNEEKP.
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Commentary
Fasting for Peace in Nicaragua
By Hadaelena Messia
Commentary Editor

"Our own Vietnam Memorial is a testament to the tens of thousands of Americans
lives that were lost in that long and painful
war. a war in which several million innocent Indo-Chinese were killed and maimed.
We cannot remain silent while our Government continues to support the murder and
terrorism of thousands of Nicaraguans. and
justifying it with lies and deceit...we
promise to commit our lives completely to
stopping this war..."
With these words three Vietnam and one
World War II veterans declared their anger
at the United States for aid to the contras on
September first of this year. Since then they

have been fasting, drinking water only. Every day from 4:00 to 7:00 p.m., they sit on
the Capitol steps and talk to people about
their trip to Nicaragua and about their war
experiences. They also read aloud the thousands of letters they receive each day encouraging them to keep protesting. They
are in good condition, and have no intentions of giving up.
On October ninth 80 Vietnam veterans
met at the Lincoln Hotel for a press conference at which they returned their Medals of
Honor, the nation's highest civilian award,
back to Congress. They are going to join
the other war veterans in the protest against
the United States intervention in Nicaragua.
The 100 million dollars that the United
States is sending to the contras is simply in-

creasing a useless bloodshed. Vietnam is
being repeated in Nicaragua. Veterans who
once offered their lives for this country in
wars, are now offering their lives for peace.
No matter what political view one holds one
cannot argue the fact that the war in
Nicaragua is anti-christian and anti-human.
Please, help put an end to it.
Vietnam veteran Charley Likely, who in
1967 received the Medal of Honor from
President Johnson, said on July 29, 1986 "
My action is directed toward the inhumane
foreign policies that cast shadows of shame
over the heritage of this country... I find
it ironic that conscience calls me to
renounce the congressional Medal of Honor
for the same basic reason I received it - trying to save lives."
The National Council of Students of the

Daniloff and Zacharov: A Good Deal?
By James Quinn

First, let me start by welcoming Mr.
Daniloff back to the United States and I
hope he is well. I would also like to
welcome Mr. Orlov and his family to the
United States, in hopes that he will find the
freedom that he has so long for here in
America.
But what price did we pay for freedom
of these two men? To fully understand this
incident, we must first have a brief recap
of the story. It all started in New York,
where Mr. Zakarov, then part of the Russian U.N. delegation, was arrested by our
government on the change of espionage.
The Soviets usualy like their agents who are
caught to get out of America as soon as

posible, because American interogations
could reveal Russian top secrets. But no one
was prepared for what they were about to
do to get Zakarov back. In the begining of
September Nicolas Daniloff, a journalist in
Moscow, was arrested on charges of spying. After numerous meetings and vows by
Reagan and his Administration not to trade
Zakarov for the innocet Daniloff, the current solution has occured.
But who got the best deal? Well, let's look
at the facts: What Americana gained: The
freedom of Nicolas Daniloff, the freedom
of Soviet dissident Orlov and his wife, and
a Summit in Iceland. What the Russians
gained: The return of Zakarov, a grace
period on the removal of extra diplomats at
the U.N., and set up a precedent to take

journalists at will in order to recover spies.
Clearly, the advantages go to the Soviets.
What Reagan has done by making this deal
is to severly weaken America's potential to
bargain with foreign powers, especially
Russia, by showing them we will back
down off our vows and to put it simply,
chiken out in the face of danger. This is why
I must completely disagree with Reagan's
decision to make this deal, which perhaps
is a precedent with distasterous after
effects.

United States are calling October 17 a National day of fasting, reflection, and prayer against the United State's support of the
contras. All over the country groups are
putting pressure on the Speaker of the
House Tip O'Neil. They are sending letters
and making phone calls asking him and the
Reagan administration to stop aiding the rebels until at least the recent plane incident
is clear.

Announcement
U.S. Representative Stewart McKinncy
from our 4th Congressional District will
speak in the Nurses Auditorium on October 20, at 7:00. Congressman McKinncy will speak about his campaign and
about the issues of 1986. His talk is part
of the Politics department Fall Lecture
Scries.
FORMERLY OF DFMETRIS
Tel. 254-7176

HAIR N' PLACE
Unisex Hairstylist

MO00 Haircut
$800 with F.U. ID.
BOBBY & XANTHI
Grasmere Plaza
173 Post R<±, Store 2
Fairfield, CT 06430

HAVE AN OPINION? Want to write for the Commentary page? Want to meet Hadaelena Messia?
Contact The Mirror c/o: Box A A

PROCTER & GAMBLE
In Association With

THE CAMPUS PLACEMENT OFFICE...
...WILL ANSWER QUESTIONS ABOUT
CAREERS IN-SALES MANAGEMENT =
• TALK ONE ON ONE WITH FOUR DIFFERENT
LEVELS OF P & G's MANAGEMENT
• LEARN WHAT TO LOOK FOR IN A COMPANY

ALL MAJORS!!!
ATTENTION: Seniors, Juniors, Sophomores & Freshman
TIME: 4:00 PM
DATE: TUESDAY, OCTOBER 21
PLACE: SCHOOL OF NURSING AUDITORIUM
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Mammal marauders cause mayhem
By Joe DeVito

Have you noticed how quiet the campus
has been lately? The reason is fear, a fear
that few are willing to talk about. I'm talking about those drug-crazed maniacs, those
spawn of Satan, those masters of malice we
know as the squirrels.
Travelling in gangs of up to four hundred
strong, these foul-mouthed, substanceabusing rodents have managed to disrupt
every aspect of campus life in a meaningless campaign of wanton violence. Campus
tours are frequently harassed by hordes of
squirrels trying to bum cigarettes and small
pieces of stale bread, while students are
constantly approached by squirrels wearing
shades who push acorns of "nut crack," a
drug so potent that users grow huge bushy

tails and believe they can scamper up trees
at alarming speeds. In some cases, these
fur-lined malcontents travel door-to-door to
brazenly peddle their illegal wares, as well
as magazine subscriptions.
How widespread is this problem? "I'm
afraid to walk home at night," laments Kostka resident Dave "Lightning" Waterman.
"Those squirrels surrounded me one night
and pushed me against a tree. They told me
to hand over my laundry money and to keep
my mouth shut about it, because they know
where my family lives.
"Then the little monsters went haywire
and started throwing nuts at me and chanting, '666... squirrels from hell... I'm
keeping my baby. . .666.' I blacked out.
Continued on page 7

NU MUSIC
RECORDS
FULL LINE OF RECORDS, TAPES, AND COMPACT DISCS
AT DISCOUNT PRICES
USED ALBUMS BOUGHT AND SOLO

IMPORTS & HARD TO FIND ALBUMS

P^
ACROSS
1 Wine cup
4 New Zealand
native
9 Drunkard
12 The sun
13 Enthusiasm
14 Mountain on
Crete
15 Protective
organization
17 Flag
19 Faultless
21 Sister
22 Son of Adam
24 Cry
26 Fixed period
of time
29 Puzzle
31 Flap
33 Spanish for
"river"
34 Conjunction
35 Decay
1

2
3

12
15

1P

.

1

11

'
«

81
55
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

U R
A L E
D E S 1
u R
L A M A
O M E N
P E S
E N| H
S T R E
A R
A B I D
G U N
E R S
3
4
5
6

DOWN

5

6

7

;
,3

2d

a
&

1°

™

10

°

11

'
"

■

i1 ii
*.

1°

Partners
Heavy club
Regions
Hypothetical
force

■ 17

•

1

Answers to last week's puzzle
s A GIAIS S H
H 0
A B O|U|T
R E D
R A 1 D
A L
T 0 R N
|E A R L 1 E S
SB G 0 L D
E P
P R 1 D E
E M 0
E A L
A M E Rlj D 1 R
K S
A L 1 T
E
T U T T E
R 1 T E s
E T
S M A S H
D E

c

1 Snake
2 Cry of cow

29

46

133-5919
HJEXT TO MfeCKBmZlgg

37 Still
39 Chinese
distance
measure
40 Corded cloth
42 Peruke
44 Hereditary
factors
46 Walked on
48 Bow
50 Bird's home
51 Base
53 Brief
55 Strikes
58 Wanted
61 Stroke
62 Judgment
64 Beat down
65 Metric measure
66 Cornered
67 Before

*

34~

2987 Fairfield Ave., Black Rock. CT

The Puzzle
1

1

TT

26

1

w

50

¥W

84

1I
»

1

7
8
9
10
11
16
18

Y
E
S
T
R
1
N
E
R
A
W

Take unlawfully
Country of Asia
Transgressor
Poem
Sailor: colloq.
Time waster
Hard-shelled
fruit
20 Parcel of land
22 To the left
23 Silly blunder: si.
25 Body of water
27 Irritates
28 Damp
30 Quarrel
32 Supplicate
36 Container
38 Taut
41 Courteous
43 Obtained
45 Sewing
implement
47 Speck
49 Thick
52 Direction
54 Musical
instrument
55 Health resort
56 Deface
57 Weight of India
59 Organ of
hearing
60 Change color of
63 Compass point

© 1984 United Feature Syndicate

Salomon Brothers Inc
Invites you to attend a presentation
on careers in Operational Management
Monday, October 20 at 7:00 p.m.
in the
Campus Center — Oak Room
Reception to Follow
Students must attend to be eligible for the
Interview Schedule.
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...I'LL SET TO
THE. SecoRTV
OFFICE

THE LI6HTS
AKgasr ow -rue
WHOLE FLOOR .FEELSl
LIKE SEBASTIAN
WAS U.I&HT J3uf HOw/l
COuLO HE HAVE
SEENl ANy-TWINS
FROM THE ROAD?.

Squirrels.

COUiG€ PRESS SERVICE

Continued from page 6

and when I came to, I was lying face down
in the parking lot with little footprints all
over my back."
Are horror stories like this to become as
commonplace as townhouse parties? Antisquirrel research is being worked on even
as we speak, but it is dangerous and expen-

JWtHPfREW'Hfj

sive. The bad news is that the Will Rogers
Foundation isn't picking up the tab anymore, but the good news is that you can
help. Give to DEVITO (Destroy Evil Varmints In Time Or else) and help restore
non-rodent order. Contributions should be
c/o Joe Dcvito, Box 2430.

FALL INTERNSHIPS
AT GOLF DIGEST/TENNIS, INC
Golf Digest/TENNIS, Inc. is looking for English and journalism students for
internships in the Trade Publications department. Responsibilities include:

I

"BEST NEW RESTAURANT
*TRt.
IN FAIRFIELD
ftlVERCIDE
COUNTY!"

m

ADVOCATE

Editing copy
Proofing copy and boards
Telephone work (research, interviews)
Award mailings (set up, tracking of responses)
Catalog files
Writing small features
Compiling product information, pricing, etc.

These are non-paid positions. Requirements are enthusiasm and willingness to
learn. Typing experience a plus.
Contact: Ms. Pat Spodiiick, Personnel Department, Golf Digest/TENNIS, Inc.,
5520 Park Avenue Trumhull, CT 06611 373-7137

BEST
FAIRFIELD
19 8 6

* ... "Upscale ... Affordable" - NY Times

• SURF AND TURF SPECIAL $12.95
King Crab Legs and Filet Mignon
• MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL PARTY Hot Dogs „ Fixins
• NOW SERVING SATURDAY LUNCH ii:30-3 p.m.
• SUNDAY BRUNCH ll a.m. 3 p.m.
— on Rt. 136 at exit 17, Connecticut Turnpike • Ample Parking
Dinner: Mon.-Thurs. 5-10 p.m. • Fri. & Sat. 5-11 p.m. • Sun. 5-9 p.m.
Lunch: Mon.-Sat. 11:30 a.m.-3 p.m.
Riverside Restaurant • 580 Riverside Ave. Westport, CT • Reservations 454-1900
Major Credit Cards Accepted

NOW OPEN!

LIFE GALLERY
1310 POST ROAD (Route 1), FAIRFIELD
Located Next To Fairfield Center U.S. Post Office

255-1188

Mini-Aquariums
^37

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

DeskTops!

Includes:
• Gravel
•Tank
your choice of colors
• Light
• Plants
• Filter/Pump • Starter Fish I

259-5550

Hair Explosion

Serving Fairfield U. for 9 years now with dynamite cuts, coloring,
perms and manicures. Conveniently located 1 mile away from campus, across from Duchess.
Student Discounts of $5.00 Off Haircuts.
With Student I.D. everyday*
*Exeluditig tarry
1342 Kings Hwy. Cutoff

EARN YOUR CREDITS
ABROAD.
England
Israel
Ireland
Germany
Spain
Italy
Denmark
Egypt

Switzerland
Mexico
Canada
France
Greece
Sweeden
Portugal
Columbia

:<A ft

Join the thousands of
students who have earned
college credits studying
abroad in CCIS programs.
Affordable, quality programs with financial aid
available.
SPRING SEMESTER
IN DUBLIN
St Patrick's College,
Maynooth
12-15 Credits
Summer Programs
At Trinity College
Dublin
Dr. John J. McLean
Mohegan Community College
Norwich, CT 06360
886-1931 X243

College Consortium For International Studies
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A Time To Shine

PARENTS' W
Schedule
9:00 a.m.—Registration desk opens
Campus Center; Coffee, tea and donuts.available.
9:00 a.m.-l:00 p.m.-Basketball
exhibitions.
The men's and women's teams will be in
Alumni Hall.
10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.-BUS TOURS
of Campus throughout the day. Tours originate in front of the Campus Center on the
half hour. Stops made at the Townhouses
and Bellarmine Hall.
10:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m. INFORMATIONAL SESSIONS
Half hour sessions for parents and students
in the following areas: Study Abroad,
Counseling and Internship programs, "The
Beach and the Townhouses" panel discussion.
11:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m.—"Education and
the Development of Civic Responsibility"
— Campus Center Oak Room. Moderator:
Rev. Christopher F. Mooney, S.J. Academic Vice President.
11:45 p.m.-"University"
— Gonzaga Auditorium. A lighthearted
look at college life. Directed and produced

Dear Dad:

It hurts to remember, until I recall the fact
that you haven't touched a drink in 15 years,
Glad to hear you're coming this weekend.
thanks to your realization that the alcohol
I'll have to show you around campus, espe- didn't make you happy, just irresponsible.
cially the new sculpture - the whole cam- More than I remember your foolishness, I
pus is ecstatic.
remember your strength throughout the
Anticipating your arrival, I've been cold turkey, and I'm thrilled to think that
remembering many of the good times we've you overcame because you loved your fashared. My two predominant memories of mily, yourself, life. Your strength was an
you are: one, your reading a dinosaur book inspiration.
to my sister and I, and two, your flipping
So you'd think I'd be use to seeing peothe dining room table in a fit of anger.
ple I care about act like fools. Seeing
Concerning the first memory, I appreci- friends drunk bothers me. Not too many of
ate your introducing me to the arts. Your them understand—they say it wouldn't
prodding initiated in me a curiosity and a bother me if I were drunk too. One girl
means for discovery. Dramas, musicals, asked me why I'm so moral. Dad, you know
films, music, reading, writing-I'm glad as well as I, it has little to do with moraliyou've exposed me to these. It's nice to have ty, more to do with responsibility, a lot to
enjoyable alternatives to alcohol.
do with priority. College easily can be the
Oh yea. Dad, everybody gets drunk here final excuse for irresponsibility and selfon weekends, except on Parent's Weekend,
indulgence preceding entry into the "real
so when you see hundreds of sober stu- world"—that is, if that's all you want coldents, recognize the false phenomena.
lege to be. Thanks to you, college has been
This brings me to my second memory. T so much more.
remember distinctly that you were drunk....
While I was home last week, I was look-'
when you flipped the dining room table. I ing through your bookcase. The Courage to
was scared, and Mom was crying, and so Change, Tough-Minded Faith for TenderYvonne was crying, because daughters al- Hearted People, The Pain of Being
ways do what Moms do. All the dishes Human-I guess this day-to-day thing
broke -1 don't remember where we ate din- doesn't get any easier, huh? I don't think the
ner that night.
"How-to" books will help you in your analIn fact, you were drunk every night. I ysis as much as this: Dad, thank you for
was astounded that my mentor, my bigger- bringing me into the world; I love you for
than-life hero of a Dad could be such a fool; showing me what this world has to offer;
you were a fool. Dad, and you went to jail finally, plainly, I love you. College can
a few times because of it. You and Mom never impair the closeness I feel to you.
divorced because of it. Mom got custody of
See ya soon,
us kids, and you missed 6 out of 7 days of
John
every week while we grew up, all because
you were a drunken fool. The popular term
P.S. Could you bring some money for the
is alcoholic.
phone bill?

If things go as well as last year you'll have your pa^
pretending they are at a festival.
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EEKEND '86
of Events
by Tom Zingarelli, Artistic and Managing
Director of the Fairfield University
Playhouse.
4:00 p.m.-MASS
Alumni Hall Gymnasium.
5:00 p.m.-6:00 p.m.-President's
Reception
Campus Center Oak Room. Rev. Aloyius
P. Kelley, S.J., president of Fairfield
University, will host parents and students
immediately following the Mass.
9:00 p.m.-l:00 a.m. PARENTS' WEEKEND DANCE
sponsored by the Fairfield University Student Association. Tickets are limited to
1,000.
11:00 a. m- PARENTS WEEKEND
BRUNCH
in the Campus Center Dining Room. Parents are invited to join their sons and daughters for Sunday brunch a la Fairfield.
Tickets are available at the door for $5.00
for those not on the meal plan-.
12:30-2:30 p.m.-MUSICAL
ENTERTAINMENT
Gonzaga Auditorium. The Women's
Chorale, Chamber Singers and the Men's
Glee Club will perform.

at* mr?*
Dear Mom:
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I your parents dancing, wearing costumes and

>ARENTS
EEKEND
October
18 - 19, 1986

Glad to hear you're coming this weekend.
I can't wait to bring you to Seller's promise not to withdraw me from
Fairfield?
In college, wherever I turn there's a turning point. College really is a chance to explore learned values and to set realistic
goals.
Learned values—I guess that's where you
come in. You raised Yvonne and I without
a husband to assist you. You had dropped
out of high school, so it wasn't like you had
a good job or anything. Waitressing forty
hours a week and raising two children was
quite an accomplishment.
While you worked I was by myself a lot,
which was fine-I learned independence.
But whenever I strayed from what you believed was the right course, I was met with
a clean, punitive bash in the head. I really
owe you my life for those punitive bashes
in the head.
Then suddenly I was taller and stronger
than you, and as cocky as any adolescent,
and I started swearing at you and hitting you
back. I'm embarassed to even mention it.jl
guess if there was a father in the house he
would have said, "Respect your mother or
I'll kick your behind"-he wasn't there to
say that. Maybe you stopped hitting me, or
maybe I felt guilty about making you cry either way, I'm glad we got passed that
stage.
Did I ever apologize for the time I filled
my mouth with red cherries, pits and all,
then pretended to trip and hit my mouth on
the refrigerator, spilling my "teeth" all over
the kitchen floor? You almost fainted.
Did I ever thank you for letting me subscribe to Playboy when I was 15?, I was the

hero of the neighborhood, and you recognized my natural pubescent curiosities. I
grew out of that stage quickly, and whether
you believe it or not, I did read the articles.
I love to read. Really.
I can't wait to see you this weekend. The
more I think about how you alone raised
Yvonne and I, the more respect and love I
feel for you.
I know times are hard-you've studied to
be a computer operator, and the work is
better than waitressing, but now that
Yvonne and I are gone it seems you don't
know what to do with yourself. I see you,
like millions of other adults every week,
playing Lotto and hoping to be freed from
your difficult financial position. These
times are not as plentiful as Reagan would
have us believe.
My generation believes wholly in capitalism, so much so that many of us are becoming greedy. "I want to be a millionaire," first
and foremost—what a dangerous state of affairs. The objective behind this desire is
viable, though—each is capable, through
his own means, of financial security.
Mom, what I'm trying to say is, use the
energy previously spent on your children to
make things better for yourself. The
strength is there-I've seen it. You're only
42 and it seems you're already tired of fighting day-to-day.
I wish I could help you, but I can't even
pay my phone bill each month.
Believe me, I want nothing more than to
repay you for getting me to where I am
now.
The only reimbursement I have is my
love for you. Deep down, I believe you'll
be content with that.
I Love You,
John
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means for America and my Chevy

What 100,000
By John Courtmanche
99,950 miles, and counting. American
milestone: 100,000.
99,955.1 dropped out of college in January '85 and moved home to weigh my options. Option: If you're not going to school,
then work full-time. (My Dad gave me that
option. It was a forced option.) Option: Buy
a car to drive to work. (My Dad gave me
that option too. He's a nice Dad.)
99,960. I saw visions of Camaros, sunroofs, racing stripes, mags, stick-shiftsauthentic American visions. Then I saw the
price(my Dad was holding the sticker).
"Loan?" I asked. "Who'll pay it?" he asked.
"I will, I'm working full-time now." "How
much do you get payed?" my Dad asked.
(My Dad has always been much too realistic.) "$4.50 an hour," I replied.
99,965. For $1,000,1 bought my aunt's
78 Chevy Nova. "Your grandmother owns
one—they're good cars." I sat in the car for
the first time-the words "your grandmother owns one" echoed through the faded tan interior. Torn upholstery. No
stick-shift. Dull green paint. Six or seven
dents. A cracked rear-view mirror. This car
was so far from being an American vision,
it was communist.

/ saw visions of Camaros,
authentic American visions.
99,970. At her first general check-up, the
mechanic said, "Good engine." He could
have meant it sarcastically, so I asked him
to repeat it. "Good engine." Sincere as A.J.
Wynder talking basketball. I was a proud
owner-I handed out cigars. Then I drove
all over town, windows open, waving to
joggers and dogs, smiling like a politician
before elections. "Hey babe, want a ride in
my car? Best engine in town. Really. Fred
from Fred's Auto said so."
99,975. A car's value(sentimental value
at least) increases depending on the number of girls a guy brings into the back seat.
For the sake of bragging rights, I've had two
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girls in my back seat. The first girl was my
sister-I paid her to vacuum it. Okay, so
she doesn't count. The second girl was an
actual girlfriend of mine. jThe night began
at 8 p.m. with us in the front seat. By 9
p.m., we were in the back seat. We had gotten into a fight, and when I punched her, her
earring fell between the seats. We spent the
rest of the night in the back seat, pulling
everything out of the crack in the front seat.

When I punched her, her earring fell between the seats.
99,980. We found three other earrings,
none which matched —I tried to explain
whose earrings they were. "One belongs to
another girl I punched. Don't worry, we
don't feel for each other any more. One is
mine —I've been storing it there until I get
my ear pierced. The third is my grandmother's." We found pens, cassette tapes,
gremlins, dust from Al Capone's private
vaults, some American hostages and MI As
that the Administration had forgotten about,
Qaddafi(who was hiding there), Richard
Dreyfuss, ET, and Joe Draper's academic
life. We never found the earring.
99,985.1 commuted to Fairfield University for the first five months, 1-95 from New
Haven, through Stratford and Bridgeport.
Once, I hit a Bridgeport City Bus from behind. All the passengers had to wait on the
sidewalk while the wrecking crew jacked
the bus and removed the front of my car
from beneath it. Therefore, the bus's passengers had one hour to memorize my
face-they'll remember forever the man
who prevented them from claiming their
welfare checks. I won't drive through
Bridgeport anymore.
99,990. My car and I have hit five different states together —she only broke down
once. After that, I joined the Connecticut
Motor Club —free towing, day or night,
from anywhere in Connecticut. I can't tell
her that, though-it's a breach of trust, and
it'd break her carburetor.

99.995. More grand visions —have a
party in my car as the odometer hits
100,000. Fifteen-twenty people, packed
into my Chevy, six or seven more on the
roof and hood, party hats, champagne. I'll
get everyone smashed, then have them
wash my car for free. It'll be bigger than
New Year's Eve, more fun than the Hooter's concert even.
99.996. It's Columbus Day weekend,
everybody went home. I'm on 1-95, alone,
heading North—they're paving the highway
finally, and Connecticut is getting to be
quite an enjoyable ride. The only way to get
carsick now is to listen to the radio commercials: "Thank You, Governor O'Neill,
for improving Connecticut's highways. We
kiss your feet, smooch, smooch, smooch.
You have our votes on election day. Hugs
and kisses, hugs and kisses."
99.997. Springsteen comes on the
radio—this is weird, really weird.

99,998.1 grit my teeth. Everybody thinks
she's gonna fall apart at 100,000, even my
Dad. I trust my Chevy, though-she has a
good engine.
99,999. Orgasmic possibilities-this is
bigger than the Mets, bigger than the Hooter's concert even, bigger than Jeff Gromos,
bigger than Say When...
As a lone American hero drives his '78
Chevy momentously into the sunset,
reminiscent of John Wayne, hopefully not
reminiscent of James Dean, we feel the
pride and we're assured that only one thing
remains which threatens the American
Dream, it's not anything found in Bridgeport, and whatever it is, the meetings in
Iceland did nothing to remove its imminent
threat. (Trumpets up and over. Flag waves
atop the Capitol in Wahington D.C.
Another American milestone, 1986. Dun
dun dun, dun dun dun, dun dun da dun, dun
dun dun da,.di-da di-dun.)

Command
Performance

We've got the style for you.

COMPLETE HAIRSTYUNG FOR MEN & WOMEN
SUNTANNING AVAILABLE

10% Discount
WITH FAIRFIELD UL I.D.
No appointment necessary. Free Consultation with every visit.

366-1719

2001 BLACK ROCK TURNPIKE (Near Finast)

SMEDLEY'S
2770 Fairfield Avenue
3 blocks past the Beverly Theatre

336-4603

Join the Fun
at Smedley's

Monday Might Football—Free
Pizza at halftime!
Come in and join the game
Tuesday Might—Pitcher Might
All 60 Oz. Pitchers *2.50
THE FUTURE:

Beverly
Theatre

S
M
E
D
L
E
Y'
S

A.

Fairfield Avenue

2770 Fairfield Avenue
3 blocks past the Beverly Theatre

336-4603

Posl Road

Get Ready For Our 3rd
Annual Halloween Party!
Prizes for Costumes, Free Raffles
and Drink Specials

CT License or Valid License and ID Required
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Arts & Entertainment
Diamond Dave glitters in Hartford
By Jim Sheridan
The crowd was buzzing expectantly Friday night at the Hartford Civic Center. This
was a crowd hungry for a rock'n'roll spectacle, and David Lee Roth did not disappoint them. As the stage exploded with a
dazzling array of lights, the band kicked
into "Shyboy," a Billy Sheehan/Talas tune
off the new album. The bluesy "Tobacco
Road" followed, and then the classic "Unchained," in which Dave asked, "Well,
whaddaya think of the band so far?" The
crowd roared in response. "Panama" and
"Pretty Woman" were the next songs, in
which guitarist Steve Vai added some interesting changes and new riffs.
"Elephant Gun" and "Ladies Nite in
Buffalo?", both all-new Dave tunes,
showed that the "Eat'em and smile" album

stood tall in its diversity. "Everybody wants
some," with all four band members playing
drums, and "On Fire" let everyone know
who was the real rocker in Van Halen.
"Bump and Grind" turned Dave loose, with
a wicked Janet Jackson parody. The lights
went out, and the Civic Center was soothed
by some gentle acoustic strumming; and the
lights kicked in to reveal that it was Dave
himself on guitar. After a brief monologue
with drummer Greg Bissonette on steel
drums, the band relied out a tasty "Ice
Cream Man."
Roth and Bissonette left the stage to let
Vai and bassist Billy Sheehan do their thing,
and what they did was nothing short of incredible. Vai's swooping, screaming guitar
switched solos with Sheehan's thousandnote-a-minute attacks. Vai even kicked into
a double speed version of "Eruption" which

Vte're ShiftirigThe
Price Jill® Reverse
The Spree® is already our lowestpriced scooter to begin with. And for a limited time, we're lowering the price even more!
Why? The factory has authorized us
to offer you huge discounts. But this deal is
for a limited time only, so hurry in.
The Spree. It's always been easy to
ride. And now, it's just as easy to afford.

msmsm
left 14,000 jaws slack. Roth appeared on a
small stage in the back of the hall, a classy
move which got the rear audience in on the
act, the next song being "Ain't Talking
About Love." Steve Vai actually made his
guitar TALK on this one, saying "Hartford
kicks
" among other things. "Big
Trouble," "Yankee Rose," and "Going Crazy" completed the set, not letting up for a
minute. Roth wrapped it up with two encores; the first, surprisingly, was "Jump,"
with an extended guitar, rather than key
board, solo, and finally "California Girls."
It was non-stop rock'n'roll circus, with

different light arrangements for every song,
numerous sing alongs with the audience and
Roth's raps in between numbers. Dave was
even classy enough not to cut on Van Halen, despite Sappy Sammy's numerous insults. And here we must compare shows.
We say, "No Contest!" Dave's rocking good
time show overpowered the bland "5150"
tour. Individually, although Alex Van Halen certainly ranks higher than Bissonnette
on drums, Michael Anthony was humiliated by Billy Sheehan. And, although many
Eddie-lovers would crucify me for this one.
Continued on page 13

HONDA.
"WE MAKE PIZZA THE WAY YOU LIKE IT"

$448.00
Dagncdfor operator use only. Atwuys we... a hdmtt and -~t protection. Read JOJJ owner's manual carefully.

HONDA

The Future is Now. . .
Be Part of It with the

NBC
MIS TRAINING
PROGRAM
The National Broadcasting Company offers an excellent opportunity
to combine a technically based career with a broad range of business
activities in our MIS Department in beautiful Westchester County,
New York, just one hour north of New York City.
Upon joining NBC, you will participate in a rigorous three month
training program. Using proven classroom and on-the-job techniques,
Senior Systems Executives and Training Specialists will expose you to
NBC's technical environment and software applications. After successful
completion the Training Program, Trainees will be assigned to Systems
Implementation at NBC, Tarrytown. From this position, Trainees may
pursue career paths within NBC's MIS Division.
We are seeking graduates with an aptitude for programming. Candidates
should possess a strong academic record, excellent oral and written
communication skills and the ability to work in a team environment
as well as independently.
NBC offers an excellent opportunity to apply advanced Data Processing
techniques in one of the most exciting industries...Broadcasting.

If you are interested in pursuing an MIS career at NBC
be sure to attend our information session on the

APIZZA CENTER RESTAURANT
SPECIALTY MENU
FEATURING:

i ONLY 2 MINUTES
FROM CAMPUS

ALL TYPES OF HOMEMADE
• ITALIAN DISHES
i BIG DISCOUNT
• ITALIAN GRINDERS
ON LARGE ORDERS
• COMBINATION SALADS
• FISH DISHES
BRING YOUR PARENTS
•CHICKEN & VEAL DISHES FOR PARENTS WEEKEND
TEL NO. 255-1596
116 POST RD.
FAIRFIELD, CT

10% DISCOUNT
WITH F.U.I.D.

Huge Selection of

HALLOWEEN SUPPLIES
•
•
•
•
•

Full Costumes, Child/Adult
Halloween Greeting Cards • Great Masks
Makeup • Wonderful Wigs
Accessories • Hats • Cobwebs
Decorations, Streamers, Paper Supplies
Balloons • Beautiful Halloween Mylars
DO IT YOURSELF
only
HALLOWEEN SPECIAL
125 Balloons, Helium Tank & Nozzle

$3900

NBC MIS Training Program

FREE

Thursday, October 16, 1986, 7:30-9:30 PM
Fairfield University
Faculty Dining Room

Super Duper
Balloon

or write to: The National Broadcasting Company, MIS Training
Program, Peter Wattenberg, Administrator, Technical Recruitment.

Just for stopping by
1844 Post Rd., Fairfield
(Exit 21—1-95 Across from Zera Musicland)

NBC

30 Rockefeller Plaza
URIS 2864
New York, New York 10112
VflC

K

.rn vqu.il appartututy employer

NEW HAVEN
787-1876

FAIRFIELD
255-9896

NORWALK
852-1876
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Aits & Entertainment
Fairfield University Chamber Players Announce Season
By Orin Grossman

Fairfield University is proud to announce
the third season of its resident chamber
music repertory company. Under the
auspices of the Department of Fine Arts,
the Chamber Players will present four Sunday afternoon events during the 1986-87
season; on November 2, January 18, March
1, and March 29. Each concert begins at
2:30 p.m. in the Campus Center Oak
Room. Pianist Orin Grossman and violinist

Yuval Waldman will be featured performers on each concert together with illustrious guest artists in programs that are unique
and exciting.
The November 2 program marks the 20th
anniversary of Carlson Festivals at Fairfield University under the artistic direction
of Ruth Carlson Horn. To celebrate, the
Chamber Players are pleased to welcome
renowned flutist Eugenia Zuckerman, as
well as oboist Henry Schuman and harpist
Susan Jolles in a concert of French Romantic music. The program includes the Oboe
Sonata by Poulenc, The Violin Sonata by
Frank, and Debussy's haunting Sonata for
Flute, Viola and Harp.
On January 18, the Players salute the musical triumvirate of Robert and Clara

Schumann, and Johannes Brahms. In addition to music by all three musicians, the
Players have invited actor and director Tom
Zingarelli and opera star Brenda Lewis to
read from the poignant letters of the composers.
The concert of March 1 is entitled Jazz
on Two Continents. The Players will
present the American premier of Kurt
Weill's Violin Suite from Threepenny
Opera, as well as the jazz Violin Concerto
by Claude Boiling. The program also features the Derek Smith Jazz Quartet performing from the great tradition of
American song.
The season concludes with Music From
The Hungarian Plains, a salute to music
from Hungary. Bartok's Contrasts, written
for Benny Goodman, highlight a program
that includes the Kodaly Duo, Brahms Hungarian Dances, and the Haydn Trio with

Hungarian Rondo.
The Artistic Directors of the the Chamber Players are Orin Grossman and Yuval
Waldman, both well-known to area music
lovers. Orin Grossman performs extensively, winning acclaim for his innovative combination of jazz, classical and popular
programming. He is Professor of Fine Arts
at Fairfield University. Internationallyknown violinist and conductor Yuval Waldman is conductor of the Bridgeport Orchestra. He appears throughout the world as
soloist and chamber player.
Subscription tickets are $26 ($16 Senior
Citizen; $10 Student). Individual tickets for
each event are $8 ($5 Senior Citizen; $3
Student). Tickets may be ordered by calling 255-9169 or writing Fairfield University Chamber Players, c/o Orin Grossman,
Faculty Office Building, Fairfield University, Fairfield CT 06430.

PUMTIA/IA]
Butt: $3.00 1 rose
Corsage: $7.50 3 roses
1 Long Stem (baby breathe ferns) $3.00'
For F.U. Students Only W/ID
1 Doz. Balloon Bouquet $10.00 cash/carry
Free mini pumpkin just for stopping in
61 Unquowa Rd. Fairfield
Pianist and Professor Orin Grossman

Master Violinist Yuval Waldman

255~5577 (Risht up from movie theater.)
Minutes from the shuttle—Fairfield's Library Stop.

"THE TWO BROTHERS DID IT
TWO YEARS IN A ROW!"
"THE BEST ITALIAN RESTAURANT
IN FAIRFIELD COUNTY"

ADVOCATE

FAIRFIELD

19 8 6

HOMEMADE
PASTA

VEAL & CHICKEN
SPECIALTIES

FRESH
SEAFOOD

HOMEMADE
DESSERTS

577 RIVERSIDE AVENUE
227-7596

We Are Proud of our Commitment to Quality!
A
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Arts & Entertainment
Twelve Angry Men
By Joseph T. Draper
We don*t know his name. We never see
him. Is he guilty of murder? Did he stab his
father with a knife in cold blood?
In the jury room where the entire play
Twelve Angry Men takes place we are lead
to believe he should be executed. Eleven
jurors say he did it. Juror number eight
played by Michael Hegley says there is a
reasonable doubt.
"We're talking about a man's life. I think
we owe it to him to talk about it a bit." he
says to defend himself.
Jurors five, eight, and ten played by to
the hilt by Scott Nugent. Linda Williams,
and Richard McCarty bitterly oppose him.
The boy is obviously guilty, they claim.
What purpose does it serve to keep eleven
busy people locked in a jury room to debate
what is already a forgone conclusion?
What we view is a clash of personalities
that embodies the American melting pot.
The decent juror eight holds the moral high
ground to the more caustic jurors.
McCarty, Williams and particularly Nugent revel in their roles, delivering pungent
performances.

While the cast has its outstanding personal performances the success of Twelve
Angry Men depends on the interaction of the
actors. When the sets are kept at bare minimum and special effects are tossed out the
window it is critical that the deliveries are
timely and the chemistry pure. Director AI
Raymonds seems to have put together a cast
that works together well.
When Jackie Kane boasts of her advertising career or Francine Poppo sights her
slum experiences the entire jury feels as the
audience does: disgusted, enamored and
left wanting more.
The stage is in the center of the theater.
It is unique and intimate. One has the
chance to pick up subtleties of the stage and
the actors. When the slothful, racist jurors
yell they are yelling at you. When a juror
offers a gumball, she could almost be offering it to a viewer and when they vote on the
guilt or innocence of the boy, we are close
enough to add our own comments.
As one juror says, "We are called to
judge the guilt or innocence of a man. We
have nothing to gain and nothing to lose.
This democracy is a unique thing." So is this
play.

Foxy Locks
•Men's Cuts $10.00
• Women's wash, cut, blowdry $19.00
• Perms $40.00 includes cut & blowdry
1275 Post RdM Brickwalk, Ffld. 259-5888

Wonderous Stories
by Robert Amoroso
Hope all of you had a very pleasant Monday off.. .More news on the live Bruce
record situation: "Fire"and "Because the Night," two songs he wrote but were made
popular by others, will most likely be included... Also rumored to be part of this package is "Seeds," a song which he first debuted on his Born in the U.S.A. tour.. .Golden Child, the new Eddie Murphy film, will be released around Christmas... Among
the greatest hits packages to look for in time for December 25 are courtesy of Stevie
Nicks and The Police.. .Stevie's will have two previously unreleased tunes on
hers.. .The Police will have nothing new on theirs except some remixes of past
hits... I'm sure you've heard the new version of "Don't Stand So Close to Me". .. Not
bad, but what's the point. . . For those into heavy music, rumors persist that Bon Jovi
„and Cinderella will tour together later in the fall... Look for guitar showboat Yngwie Malmsteen to open for the Canadian power trio Triumph.. . Kansas (remember
them?) will have an LP out in a few weeks on MCA. . . Steve Walsh, the original lead
singer, is back with them.. .They,ve also recruited Steve Morse for their lineup. . .Morse is the most versatile guitarist in the world, bar none.. .The upcoming
Alice Cooper tour is slated to be similar to what he did back in seventies, complete
with bloody babies and big, bad monsters.. .Superman IV will contain not only
Christopher Reeve, but Gene Hackman and Margot Kidder as well.. .1 thought the
bottom fell out with the third installment of this movie series.. .The first two were
solid, so why continue... While we're on the subject on sequels, look for Police Academy IV sometime in the future. .. And to really beat a dead horse, Poltergeist III looks
like a reality. . . Poltergeist II was some kind of claasic, wouldn't you say?... Is it me
or have the last four or five Monday Night Football telecasts been brutally
lame?.. . Thanks to Jim Spinella for his contributions last week... Farrah is supposedly going to wed Ryan O'Neal after all this time... Personally, I can't think of a good
Ryan O'Neal film in the past decade... Lastly, a very special band will return to the
Grotto in New Haven tonight.. .The band's name is Say When, and they are a must
see. . .The Say When van will be leaving the Campus center at 9 P.M. . .If you need
a ride to the show, they'll provide it... You can bet I'll be there.. .Of course, I'll finish my homework like a good little boy before I'd ever venture out on a Thursday
night.. .Tempus Fugit

David Lee Roth
the young, hungry Steve Vai certainly was
more impressive than Mr. Van Halen's
repetitive finger taps. And lead singers?
Well, Sammy Hagar definitely has better
range. But his lack of personality leaves

Continued from page 11

him in the dust —his formulated brand of
generic rock was overshadowed by the
wild'n'crazy Roth Band. The final word?
David ate'em and smiled!

HARVEST DANCE
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 25
TICKETS $15/pair
MAIN DINING ROOM:
OAKROOM:
^Tickets go on sale Tuesday, October 21 In Oakroom
Coming soon. . .
more information on FRIDAY'S OAKROOM CONCERT
AND APPLE-PICKING TRIP SUNDAY AFTERNOON
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Inside
Sports
WOMEN'S
TENNIS ROLLS
Fairfield won all four of its matches last
week. On Saturday Fairfield won a trimatch at Southern by defeating Rhode Island College 5-1 and the Owls of Southern
5-2. On Wednesday the women travelled to
West Point and trounced Army by an 8-0
count. The Lady Stags didn't lose a set in
the victory. At home against Marist on
Monday, Fairfield continued its winning
ways with a 7-1 thumping against Marist.
Stacy Dixon, Joan Dolan, Donna Savarese,
Trish Arciero, and Sue "N" Joy all had singles victories while the Maura OXTallaghan/Arciero doubles team as well as the
Kristen Laumey/ Maureen Errity were victorious.

BOOTERS CAN'T
FIND NET

Fairfield outshot Holy Cross 24-11 and
goalie Jim Kallio made 10 saves including
two in overtime but the Stags could only
manage a scoreless tie with the Crusaders.
Preceded by a 5-0 blanking by UMASS and
a 3-0 shutout by Army, the Stags have
failed to score in their last four games. In
the Army game Kallio stopped I of 4 shots.
Kallio and Carroll combine for 5 stops in
the UMASS contest.

Inside intramurals

SHUFFLE, FLAT TOPS BATTLE TONIGHT
By Rex Plex

Their time has come. For the past three
years they have watched and waited. They
have played solid competitive intramural
football only to see their dreams of glory
squashed by teams named MWAA's, Hofnars, the Tank, and the Dictators. However
this year, all but two players on these two
teams are seniors. The time for bridesmaids
has past. Tonight at 8:30 two undefeated
teams go head to head in what may be the
greatest football game since the Colts beat
the Giants in Yankee stadium in 1958. At
around 9:30 when the smoke has cleared
and the bodies have been carried off the
field one team will be on its way to a date
with destiny and the other will drink once
again from the bitter chalice of defeat.
The Super Bowel Shuffle-Teddy's Flat
Tops rivalry is not a new one. Two years
ago Chris Joyce ran a ball straight up the
gut on a conversion try to provide the margin of victory as the then Super Bowel beat
the former Hogan's Heros 8-7 in a superb
intramural football clash. However revenge
is not the motivating factor in tonight's
game. Neither is the sizable wager. It is
pride coupled with an inside track to the

CROSS
COUNTRY

championship.
However one may disagree. Last year
these clubs made it to the semifinals before
being dispatched. The teams that sent them
home early, the Tank and the Dictators,
have graduated the majority of their key
players. Reardon, Charno, Paoltta,
Schwaltz, Falvey, Hand, and Miller are no
more. The remaining players have merged
and fortified to form the dangerous and undefeated DicTank. QB Ken McGovern has
a lock on the Heisman. Wally Schwartz,
Dave Madonia, and Terrance Tagney can
fly from the wideouts. Bob O'Neill and Joe
Mancini add power up front.
But McGovern, Mancini, Madonia, and
Tagney have as many intramural flag football shirts as the common man: nada. The
victor tonight will carry with him momentum and an aura of invincibility into the
playoffs. These teams have been waiting
two years for this rematch and there is little love lost between the two teams. Pete
Gabos of the Shuffle has said, "They show
me nothing. I can handle anything they
throw at me. I will strip Mockler of all dignity in front of everyone." Mockler who
journeyed to Siberia last weekend to lift

carts of boulders on his back, beat up oxen,
and run through the freezing snow with
bare feet and just shorts on, had this to say,
"I am the best and the strongest lineman in
this league. No one even approaches my
brutality. I will hurt anyone who threatens
my
domain.
No
mercy.
Gabos. . .dead.. .Curley. . .dead. . .Vegliante. .. de a dead..."
Here is a look at the matchups for
tonight's contest:
Quaterback Shuffle's Chris Joyce isn't
particularly fast or strong armed but has a
knack for always getting the job done. FlatTop's Craig Maloney is the League's best
QB this side of McGovern. If McGovern
with his wheels is Jamelle Holloway, then
Maloney is Testaverde. Accurate rifle arm,
good wheels. Has great field sense. His
only bad game was two years ago in the 8-7
defeat.
Edge: Flat Top's
Offensive Line- The Shuffle has Bill
Sanders at the center flanked by Pete Gabos and John "Norge" Patterson. Very consistent. Gabos may be the best lineman in
the league if the Die Tanks Bob O'Neill
isn't. Gabos sometimes forgets it's a game
Continued on page 15

QUESTION #2.

The Stag men harriers finished 7th in an
11 team field in the Hunter College Invitational.Gary Gillis and Russell Paquette
finished at the 30th and 33rd positions,
respectively. Gillis's 29:36 and Paquettes
29:46 were both personal bests. On the
womens side, the lady Stags managed a 4th
place finish. MicheleTannion's21:41 was
good for 7th place overall while Patty Summas personal best of 22:19 was good for
9th.

HOW CAN THE BUDGET-CONSCIOUS
COLLEGE STUDENT SAVE MONEY?
a) Save over 50% off AT&T's weekday rates on
out-of-state calls during nights and weekends.
b) Don't buy textbooks when "Monarch Notes" will do
just fine.

STICKERS,
SPIKERS LOSE

c)

The Lady Stickers came up a pair short
against Hofstra, 4-2. Ellen-Mary Martin
and Jeannine Muiry had the goals while
Beth Ferguson had an assist. Karen Merchant had a single save in the net.
The Lady Stags lost by identical 3-0
scores to Trinity and UMASS. The Spikers were paced by Doreen Spears and cocaptain Denise Graziano.

Save 40% off AT&T's weekday rate on out-of-state
calls during evenings.

d) Count on AT&T for exceptional value and high quality
service.
e) Hang around with the richest kids in school; let them
pick up the tab whenever possible.
If you're like most college students in the western hemisphere,
you try to make your money go a long way. That's why you should
know that AT&T Long Distance Service is the right choice for you.
- sifc AT&T offers so many terrific values. For example, you
can save over 50% off AT&T's day rate on calls during
weekends
^ until 5 pm Sunday, and from 11 pm
to 8 am, jjjjf
Sunday through Friday.
Call between 5 pm and 11 pm,
Sunday through Friday, and you'll save 40%
off our day rate.
Ever dial a wrong number? AT&T gives you
.immediate creditif you do. And of course, you can count on
AT&T for clear long distance connections any place you call.
To find out more about how AT&T can helpsave you money,
give us a call. With a little luck, you won't have to hang around with
the rich kids. Call toll-free today, atr£80()> 222-0300_—- ^

ROBERT MERYL
REDFORD STREEP
.SYDNEY POLLACK™.

IrfSr
-,._, A MIRAGE Production "OUT OF AFRICA"

KI^SMARJ^RANI^
^TERRYCLBGG KIMJORGENSEN
JUTjrfLrTHURMAN-ANNACATALDI JOHh BARRY

fflr LUEDTKE SYTJIY'POLLACK

AT&T

|M[ — —S—rtHgi
A I NlVFJBAL PlctWC

SAT. OCT. 18,1986
G0NZAGA AUDITORIUM
7 PM & 9:45 PM FREE

The right choice.
11986 AT&T
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King's Point Crowns Ruggers
by Mike Loughney

Now is the winter of our discontent made
glorious summer by this sun of Wolff. You
might be asking yourself what Richard III
and Fairfield rugby have in common, well
I'll tell you. They both lost. Yes, once again
the A team played well, the A scrum played
very well, and even the backs played well.
Unfortunately all this good play was to no
avail.
This weekend the A's took the field
against a tough,hard-hitting King's Point
team. It appeared early on that Fairfield
was in for a long day. King's Point jumped
out to an early 12-0 lead before Terrence
WON'T YOU RING MY BELL Tangney
took things into his own hands and scored
on a pop-kick to himself.
The A's were a different team the
second-half. They were led by an enthusiastic Bill BUT HE WAS GRABBING MY
TEAMMATES FACE FIRST, SIR
McCormick and Pete VISOR HEAD Gavey. The A's closed the gap to 16-10 on a
textbook Pete Gavey to Rich Lee to Terrence Tangney run. Craig Maloney made
it 16-13 with a penalty kick, but that was

■I

*;

jyfl

as close as the ruggers got. With six
minutes left on the clock it looked like the
A's were about to score, but a broken play
and three King's Point squib-kicks ended
Fairfield's hopes for victory on a chilly day
in Long Island. Final score King's Point 25
Fairfield 13.
The second game of the day
worked out a little better for the Red Ruggers. A combined B/C team took it to the
King's Point B's and avenged the A's loss.
The B/C's went ahead on two quick tries
from Marco and Scott MeCourt and then
proceeded to dominate the rest of the game.
Bob BOSWORTH O'Neill ran over the
King's Point scrum and Chris WOLFF'S
WORSE NIGHTMARE Peters lived up to
his claims and stuck everyone including two
members of his own team and an elderly
woman who had picked the ball up as it
went out of bounds. The half ended with a
try from Michael THAT JERK Downs.
The second half was also all Fairfield and
Paul Simko capped off the scoring with a
penalty kick to make the final score 17:8.
Other standouts in the B/C game were Dave
YOU CALL THAT A DROP-KICK
O'Brien. Moose and of course Org Org

Tom Blauvelt, Fairfield U. trendsetter, lists his 5 favorite commuters:
1. Tony "City-O" Butler
2. Chris Rothermich*
3. Tony Tucci
4. Ignatius Komminakas
5. Malcolm Jackson
*attended F.U. for 10 minutes in 1983

Editor's Note: This week's Inside Sports section was
compiled and written by Jackie Hoyt.
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Budweiser.
KING OF BEERS®

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK

Rob Pacca, '88

&

shown here with the
yell that gave him the
1986 F.U. Pig Calling Title
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Laxmen Undefeated
Coyle leads Stags, or so he says
By Hugh Coyle
Coming off a frustrating rebuilding year
in 1985-86, the Fairfield Stags lacrosse
team has rolled to three consecutive victories over Central Connecticut, Southern
Connecticut and the University of New
Haven.
After a year plagued by "lax"-adasical attitudes and suspect leadership, captains
Hugh "Skeets" Coyle, Mike "Binger" Ronzoni, and T.J. Til make a game yet" Hargen have brought the team together and
instilled discipline, confidence, and the
winning edge into a talented and experienced squad.
The laxmen's first contest pitted them
against a hustling Central Conn. team. A
sunny warm Saturday provided the perfect
backround for a spirited Stag victory.
Offensively. Breck "Goalmaster" Masterson led the team with four tallies while
Skeets Coyle added a hat trick in both goals
and assists. On the defensive end, freshman
goaltender Robert "Woody" Wood anchored an impregnable defense consisting
of senior Mike Hone, sophomore "Rocky"
Mulligan, and junior newcomer Bill "I get
nothing" Walsh. The ticker expired with the
Stags boasting a 14-4 margin in a convincing debut.
In the stickers second performance, the
laxheads welcomed one of the more unsportsmanlike teams in sports today.
Southern Conn,. After a very physical first
half with Southern leading 5-3, offensive
coach Brendan "Pops" Fiske regrouped the
determined team in a High fashioned manner as the Stags tallied six unanswered goals
to begin the second half. Southern then

retaliated with numerous roundhouses and
uppercut punches in four separate "incidents" which followed. However, the Stags
long stick middie group of Muffin, Stoch,
and PAC contained each and every fight
rising to the defense of their fellow players.
Breck Masterson again led the offense with
three goals while the first and second midfield lines worked well in transition play
with Ash "Jane who?" Thumm and Al
"Wanna Dance?" Vandermark. Key players in the comeback were attackman John"Friday" Callegari who scored at will and
fro'sh defenseman Steve "Thief Hatton
who, at 6'0" 200 pounds intimidated the Yahoos attackman, consistently making impressive take-away checks. A special
mention goes to sophomore Joe Sargent
who sacrificed his body to play tremendously in the goal for the appreciative team
members. After a five year drought of losses to Southern, this 10-8 conquest will not
soon be forgotten by players past and
present.
The Stags ended their three game rampage with an icing on the cake victory over
UNH 7-5 last Saturday. Playing well for
Fairfield were attackman Matt Champagne
(2 goals, 2 assists) and Junior Rich MacDonough, a transfer goalie from Georgetown who registered 12 saves in his first
start for Fairfield.
A report on the lacrosse team wuld not
be complete without mention of our
"groupies", screaming fans and red ruggers,
without whom we would never win. So
come out and enjoy undefeated Stagmania
as the laxmen take on UConn this Saturday
at 1 p.m.

TOPS SHUFFLE TONIGHT
Continued from page 14

and regards it as a military action. Will have
hands full with Tops'defensive line. Top's
have three horses up front with Mike Steed
and Ed O'Donnell surrounding TJ Hargen.
However, defensive line of Shuffle is
awesome.
Edge: Even
Receivers- While neither team has the
catching corps of the Die Tank, there aren't
any slouches here. Shuffle's John Burns can
fly while Bob Patton is slippery once in the
defensive backfield. Burns and Doug Traynor may have a height advantage over the
Top's smurflike defensive backfield. Top's
have one of league's premier deep threats
in Richie Lee along with possession
receievers Walt Gargerand Bob Dostillio.
Don't be surprised to see DB Mike Maloney
on third down situations.
Edge: Shuffle
Defensive Line- Top's have a large, physical line in Kevin O'Halloran, Huey Mockler, and Hargen. KO and TJ have been
injured and playing both ways may hurt
Hargen, however both are big boys. Pat
Wolff and Greg Favia may be called upon
to add quickness and force Joyce out of the
pocket. Finaan, Vegliante and Curley of
Shuffle make the Steel Curtain look like
aluminum. Vegliante has both qujekness
and strength, while Curley is like a truck.
Could pose several problems for Maloney
and the boys.
Edge: Shuffle
Defensive Backs- Tough call here. Shuffle has Keith Jalbert or Andy Carrano at the
LB with Paul Dudzik and John Burns at the
corners and Tray nor at the safety. All
quick. Maloney will have to use a variety
of receivers to combat this crew. Tops have
all-star Mike maloney at the corner. Very
capable of negating Burns. Scott Hayes has
wheels and six interceptions so far at the
other corner though size may be a problem
if covering Traynor. LB Andy Provencher must be on his toes as Joyce likes to use
his lineman on short patterns. FS Paul Fab-

bri is questionable with knee problems
Edge: Shuffle
Kicking Game Shuffle's Vegliante has a
rocket in his leg while Top's Craig Maloney
handled both the punting and kicking chores
for the club football team. Edge Even
Running Game There is no running game
in intramurals , stupid.
Intangibles The Flat Top's will be playing at home and are 17-0 in their white uniforms. The shuffle is used to playing on
AstroTurf and this may be a factor. The
Tops play better at night and on the average are better looking with excellent table
manners. EDGE Flat Tops.
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I ftCVlOHW ftOCAOB SYSTEM

TRANSPORTATION
MANAGEMENT
FULL & PART TIME POSITIONS
COLLEGE STUDENTS
Roadway Package System, Inc., a new
independent subsidiary, of Roadway
Services, Inc., has entered the small
package market, and has challenging
entry level opportunities in operations.
The positions are responsible for dispatching, dock operations, interfacing
with sales force and upper level management, and various administrative
duties. These positions will groom an
individual for sales or upper level operations management
The ideal candidate wiR be energetic
hardworking and goal-oriented. A
BA/BS degree or pursuing a degree with
good communications skills is essential.
We offer an excellent compensation and
benefits package. Qualified candidates
should send their resume including salary history, in confidence to:

K9MAY HOUSE
SiilBK.
Bridgeport, Ci 06607

80 Logan Street.
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EXTRA THICK

ONLY
Right now, you can get the hearty
THURSDAY THICK ONE for only
six bucks! A thick 12" pizza with
pepperoni, double cheese and
extra thick crust, and we guarantee
delivery in less than 30 minutes.
So call Domino's Pizza® and ask
for the THURSDAY THICK ONE.

Our drivers carry less than $20.00.
Limited delivery area.

DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS0

Fairfield

255-8823
1580 Post Rd.
Store hours
4:30 PM-1 AM Sun.-Thurs.
4:30PM-2AMFri.&Sat.

© 1986 Domino's Pizza, Inc.

